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ABSTRACT 

Photoelectrochemical processes are of growing interest in the field of plasmonic catalysis 

due to enhanced selectivity and improved rates of reaction. These enhancements are due to the 

high-energy electron-hole pairs generated in plasmonic, and semiconductor, nanostructures. In 

this experiment, a copper oxide/silver electrode was fabricated by electrodeposition. Initial 

surface characterization was performed using surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and 

by comparing the spectra with the literature. Once the surface was characterized, the fabricated 

electrodes were used in two subsequent experiments. The first involved submerging an electrode 

in an aqueous solution containing N2 that had been buffered with sodium carbonate and 

bicarbonate. The second experiment involved the electrode being submerged in aqueous 

solutions of ammonium hydroxide. In both experiments, upon application of negative potentials 

versus the Ag/AgCl electrode and taking the SERS spectra of the solutions, it was noted that a 

peak at 766 cm-1 appeared in both experiments. This peak closely resembles the N-H bending 

mode of liquid hydrazine at 783 cm-1. As a result, it is believed that hydrazine is evolving from 

the reaction, both by the reduction of N2 and the oxidation of NH3 individually. Both experiments 

depend on the adsorption of the analyte onto the working electrode surface and thus result in a 

lowered frequency of vibration. A mechanism has been proposed for each process. However, 

further experimentation should be undertaken to confirm the correct course of intermediates. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Introduction to Plasmonic Catalysis: 

Metal nanoparticles are currently a thoroughly researched and useful tool for catalysis in a 

variety of industrial and newly emerging settings. The possible applications of metal catalysts 

vary widely, from ammonia synthesis and decomposition, hydration, oxidation, hydrogenation, 

and more.1,2,3,4,5 Generally, these reactions have relied on thermochemical processes. However, 

heterogeneous photocatalysis has also been an active field of study for decades.6,7,8  

In more recent times, a new avenue of catalysis has opened in the form of plasmonic 

catalysis. Plasmonic nanostructures possess tunable properties that can be utilized for 

photocatalytically useful purposes. The nanostructures of interest must possess a localized 

surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), a collective oscillation of the electrons at the surface of 

conductors and dielectrics. When the electron cloud of a metal nanoparticle is displaced, 

electrostatic interactions between the electrons and positive nuclei lead to said oscillations. The 

LSPR of a metal is dependent upon several factors: metal identity, size, and shape of the 

nanoparticle, dielectric properties of the medium the nanoparticle is surrounded by, electron 

density, the effective electron mass, and coupling interactions between nanoparticles.9,10 A 

depiction of the LSPR of a metal is available in Figure 1. Metals of recent interest include Ag, 

Au, Cu, and Al, due to their ease of nanostructure synthesis and stability in ambient conditions.11 

Of the four, Ag, Au, and Cu possess an LSPR that can be excited with near-infrared and visible 

light.12,13,14  
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When light with a frequency resonant with the LSPR of the nanostructure is incident on the 

surface, it leads to strong interactions with electromagnetic radiation. Upon achieving resonance 

with the LSPR, significant local electric fields are generated on the surface of the nanostructures. 

These enhanced electric fields can be anywhere from 1000 times to 106 times stronger than the 

non-resonance enhanced electric field on the nanostructure.15 In addition to the enhanced electric 

field, LSPRs afford enhanced light absorption and light scattering.12 Furthermore, the tunability 

of these materials has opened up pathways for potential applications in use as nanosensors, 

photonics, the development of light-emitting materials, biomedicine, energy, and more.13,16,17,18 

LSPR has additionally been shown to support enhanced reaction rates and control chemical 

transformations. In recent developments, researchers have found that combinations of 

semiconductors with plasmonics have improved upon the catalytic activity of the bare 

semiconductor.19,20 These wide applications of the LSPR have propelled plasmonic 

nanomaterials to the scientific forefront, developing the field known as plasmonic catalysis.  

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the localized surface plasmon of a metal. Reprinted from Willets and Van 

Duyne.14 
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Plasmonic catalysis relies on the formation of hot electron-hole pairs as a result of the 

nonradioactive dissipation of energy stored by the excitation of the LSPR.20 The high-energy 

charge carriers can then participate to enhance the rates of reaction or mediate a reaction 

themselves. Furthermore, these hot electron-hole pairs can even impose control over reaction 

selectivity.21 In addition to hot electrons, hot hole generation has also been shown to be crucial to 

this field. These holes enable the transfer of a carrier from the highest occupied molecular orbital 

of the adsorbed species to the surfaces and induce oxidation.22,23  

 Recently, the application of electron-hole pair generation in photoelectrochemical cells 

has been a growing field within plasmonic catalysis.20 The origin of photoelectrochemical (PEC) 

catalysis dates back to the water splitting achieved by Honda and Fujishima, in which the 

reaction was performed on a TiO2 semiconductor irradiated with a visible light source. What had 

previously been considered a difficult reaction to undertake at the time began to see many 

applications with other semiconductors.6,24 From the initial attempt by Honda and Fujishima, the 

field of PEC grew rapidly. Key to photoelectrochemical processes is the need for a device to 

harvest electromagnetic energy for the generation of electrical energy and to facilitate an 

efficient photoelectrolysis reaction.25 The conventionalized method of preparing a PEC cell has 

been to immerse the semiconductor electrode in an electrolyte solution. The system would then 

be irradiated, generating electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor for the catalysis of a redox 

process.26 To extend this to plasmonic surfaces, the high energy hot electron-hole charge carriers 

generated in the photoinduced processes have aided in the dissociation of hydrogen at room 

temperature. This process typically requires a dissociation enthalpy on an order of 436 kJ/mol 

(4.51 eV) and is not readily achieved at standard temperature. By combining plasmonic catalysis 
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with photoelectrochemistry, reactions that have high potential requirements could therefore be 

achieved. 

Introduction to Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy:  

Raman scattering was discovered by Venkata Raman in 1928.27 Raman spectroscopy – a 

commonly used spectroscopic technique – is a vibrational analysis method, similar to infrared 

(IR) spectroscopy, and provides information about the structure and symmetry of molecules, as 

well as bond strength within the molecule. It has been especially useful in characterizing various 

organic functional groups and identifying if a specific analyte is pure or contains contamination. 

Molecules are IR active when the dipole moment of the molecule is changed, whereas Raman 

activity is determined by a change in the polarizability of the molecule. Furthermore, due to 

these differences in selection rules, the spectra for the two spectroscopies often differ and can be 

considered compliments of each other.28 However, unlike IR being an absorption process, 

Raman spectroscopy is dependent upon the scattering of light. 

 When light interacts with a molecule, it can be absorbed, scattered, or transmitted. In an 

absorption process, the energy of the incident beam coincides with that of an excitation transition 

of a molecule. Unlike absorption, in scattering, the incident beam does not need to possess 

sufficient energy to excite the particle exactly. There are various types of scattering events, such 

as Rayleigh scattering, in which the incident beam is scattered at the same wavelength after 

striking a molecule. In Tyndall or Mie scattering, dust particles will also scatter light with the 

same wavelength as the incident beam. All scattering in which the incident and scattered beams 

possess the same wavelength is termed elastic. The other form of scattering is termed inelastic, in 

which the incident beam and the scattered beam have different energies. Raman scattering, of 

interest, is a technique dependent upon the inelastic scattering of light.29  
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Scattered photons can either gain or lose energy in Raman scattering. In both types of 

scattering, a molecule is excited to a virtual state – which is short-lived and unobservable. In 

Stokes scattering, the scattered beam has less energy than the incident, and in anti-Stokes 

scattering, the scattered beam has more energy than the incident. The energy difference between 

the incident beam and the scattered light corresponds to a vibrational level of the molecule and is 

termed the “Raman shift”. A pictorial representation of the various scattering methods as 

associated with vibrational transitions, as well as the transition attained in infrared spectroscopy, 

are available in Figure 2.30  

It should be noted, that due to the Boltzmann distribution of energy levels, the population of 

the excited vibrational state will always be less than the ground state at room temperature, and 

therefore the intensity of anti-Stokes scattering will be lower than that of the Stokes scattering 

transition. The population comparison of the two energy levels can be given by the equation: 

𝑁1

𝑁0
= 𝑒

−
𝛥𝐸

𝑘𝐵𝑇 (1) 

Figure 2: Jablonski energy diagram depicting the energy transitions associated with IR 

absorption, Rayleigh scattering, as well as Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering. Reprinted from 

Hamann and Sonntag.30 
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In which 
𝑁1

𝑁0
 corresponds to the ratio between the population of the first excited state and ground 

state, ΔE corresponds to the energy difference between the two energy levels, kB is the 

Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. 

Raman scattering is a weak effect and is often overshadowed by other optical processes 

such as fluorescence or Rayleigh scattering. As a result of this, several techniques reliant on the 

Raman scattering phenomenon have been developed to improve the sensitivity and limit of 

detection. One such improvement takes advantage of the electric field enhancement on 

plasmonic nanoparticles. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), in which Raman 

spectroscopy is performed on the surface of plasmonic nanoparticles, has been shown to enhance 

upon the spontaneous Raman signal by factors around 106.17,31 This discovery opened the door to 

speculation about the possibilities of enhanced photochemistry of molecules adsorbed at 

nanoparticle surfaces.22 Typical metals used, due to their plasmon resonances occurring at 

frequencies near the visible range, include Ag, Cu, and Au. Furthermore, coating a noble metal’s 

surface with a semiconductor has shown improvements in the typical photocatalytic activity of 

the semiconductor. This improvement is due to increased absorption by the semiconductor for a 

larger range of the electromagnetic spectrum.32,33 In addition to photocatalytic activity, applying 

an electrical potential across the semiconductor-metal interface has shown an increase in the 

driving force for the separation of the hot charge carriers. Not only this, the applied potential 

prevents charge carrier recombination, further enhancing photocatalytic activity.34 

In previous studies, copper oxide-coated silver nanodendrites have shown the capacity for 

efficient photoelectrocatalysts, especially in the areas of photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction.35 

Additionally, the illumination of the surface with an LED enables reactivity at reduced 

overpotentials in photoelectrochemical redox processes.36  
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In this experiment, the plasmonic electron transfer processes of a Cu2O/Ag electrode – 

which has previously been shown to possess strong surface enhancements and good 

spectroelectrochemical catalytic activity – were investigated. Initially, the electrode was 

submerged in a solution of bubbled nitrogen at basic pH. When exposed to negative potential 

while under irradiation with a Raman microscope, the reduction of N2 was observed. In another 

experiment, NH3 was observed to be oxidized under similar conditions. In each experiment, the 

same characteristic peak was observed, indicative of similar reaction products. Thus, an 

investigation into the mechanism and reaction products of this process was performed. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials and reagents: 

Silver nitrate (Sigma Aldrich, >99.0 %), Sodium citrate dihydrate (Fisher Chemical, Granular 

Certified), Copper (II) sulfate pentahydrate (Sigma Aldrich, >98.0%), Sodium hydroxide (Sigma 

Aldrich, 97.0), Ammonium hydroxide (Sigma Aldrich, ACS Reagent, NH Content 28-30%), 

Sodium carbonate anhydrous (Sigma Aldrich, ACS reagent, ≥99.5%), Sodium bicarbonate (ACS 

reagent, ≥99.7%). Ultrapure water (resistivity of 18.2 MΩ-cm) was used for all aqueous 

solutions. 

Electrode Synthesis: 

All electrodes were prepared on Mini Bin™ aluminum foil (Sigma Aldrich, W. 102 mm). 

The Ag/Cu2O electrode was prepared in two steps. In each step, a strip of aluminum foil was 

used as the working electrode. Initially, -1.6 V was applied for 250 s in a 0.05 M solution of 
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AgNO3 to form silver dendrites. This was done versus an Ag/AgCl reference electrode with a Pt 

counter electrode. After the Ag deposition, the electrode was left to dry for 24 h. Some 

electrodes were then designated as Ag-only. Other electrodes then underwent copper(I) 

deposition via pulsed electrodeposition of -0.4 V for 0.1 s followed by -0.35 V for 0.1 s over 313 

cycles. The electrode was immersed in a copper citrate electrolyte solution containing 0.05 M 

CuSO4∙5H2O and 0.1 M C6H5Na3O7∙2H2O, brought to a pH of 12.5 using NaOH. Once again, the 

electrode was allowed to dry for 24 h. Successful deposition of the Ag/Cu2O electrode was 

determined by SERS analysis of the surface (35 mW, 10 s/acquisition), ensuring that the 

spectrum had matched previously reported signals.37  

Raman Spectroelectrochemical Setup: 

Raman spectroelectrochemical experiments were set up using a CHI 660D potentiostat 

(CHInstruments, Austin, TX), Renishaw InVia Microscope equipped with a 632.8 nm HeNe 

laser, and a homemade spectroelectrochemical cell. A Leica 40X (NA =0.80) water immersion 

objective was used for illumination and collection in aqueous measurements. A 20X lens was 

used for all measurements taken in air. The photoexcitation of the plasmon was achieved using a 

455 nm LED (Thorlabs) as a light source to excite the LSPR of the Ag dendrite structure. The 

use of a 455 nm LED instead of a white light LED was done to avoid interference with the 

Raman laser, as the edge filter used in Raman measurements prevents light from the LED from 

reaching the spectrometer. Before every measurement, the electrode was characterized, first 

outside of, and then within the solution environment. Then, an open-circuit potential was 

determined for the system. This was done to determine if the electrochemical system was 
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prepared properly, to ensure that the electrode had not broken, and to check for corrosion of the 

electrode due to its environment. 

Initial N2 Measurements: 

Voltammetric measurements were performed with a 50 mL solution of sodium 

bicarbonate/sodium carbonate buffer at a pH of 10.5 that had nitrogen gas bubbled into solution 

for 30 min. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was performed from 0 to -0.4 V vs an Ag/AgCl 

electrode with a Pt counter electrode. While the LSV was running, 8 acquisitions were taken (35 

mW, 10 s/acquisition) with a Renishaw InVia Raman Microscope. 

Calibration Measurements: 

Solutions of NH4OH with concentrations ranging from 1 nM to 1 M were prepared, each 

concentration differing by an order of magnitude. The solutions, starting with 1 nM NH4OH and 

moving up in increasing concentration order, were inserted in the spectroelectrochemical cell in 

the manner noted before. Three acquisitions (35 mW, 10 s/acquisition) were taken while the 

electrode was sitting in the solution, at open circuit potential. Following this, the current solution 

was subject to the same LSV conditions as the N2-bubbled carbonate solutions for 8 acquisitions. 

Linear Sweep Voltammetry: 

Linear sweep voltammetric spectroelectrochemical measurements were performed using 

a solution of 0.1 M NH4OH. A fabricated Ag/Cu2O working electrode was immersed in the 

solution, along with a Pt wire counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The system 
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was analyzed from 0 V to -0.4 V with a scan rate of 0.001 V/s. While the LSV ran, a series of 8 

acquisitions (35 mW, 10 s/acquisition) were taken with a Renishaw InVia Raman Microscope. 

Voltammetry: 

Using the same electrochemical setup noted above, a solution of 100 µM NH4OH was 

prepared. The solution was inserted into the electrochemical cell and held at a constant potential 

( -0.5 V) throughout 10 acquisitions (35 mW, 10 s/acquisition) on the Renishaw. The same 

measurements were then performed using a 50 µM solution of NH4OH. 
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RESULTS 

Characterization of the CuxO/Ag Electrode system: 

The Cu2O/CuO/Ag nanodendrite electrode was fabricated in a two-step electrodeposition 

process. The first step involved the deposition of plasmonic Ag dendrites which were then coated 

with a layer of Cu2O/CuO. After sufficient drying (24 h/step), the prepared electrode was then 

characterized using SERS in air, then compared with previous literature peaks associated with 

the successful synthesis of the electrode (Figure 3). The presence of peaks at 620 cm-1, 528 cm-1, 

and 420 cm-1 confirmed a successful fabrication of the electrode.37 The peaks at 528 cm-1 and 

6
2

0
 

5
2

8
 

4
0

0
 

Figure 3: Characterized spectra for the dry CuO/Cu2O/Ag electrode as determined by SERS. The 

red spectrum corresponds to the SERS spectrum taken while under illumination by a 455 nm 

LED, labeled “Light”. The blue spectrum corresponds to the SERS spectrum without the LED, 

labeled “Dark”. The characteristic peaks of the electrode at 400, 528 and 620 cm-1 are labeled 

and indicated with a dashed line. 
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420 cm-1 correspond to a Cu2O vibration, whereas the peak at 620 cm-1 can be attributed to a 

CuO vibration.38,39 

The characterization was performed both in the absence and presence of a 455 nm LED. 

If a measurement was performed with the LED on, the measurement is labeled “light” and 

without the LED they are labeled “dark”. “Dry” denotes that the measurement was taken in air, 

“wet” denotes that the measurement was taken while submerged in an aqueous solution.  

Before spectroelectrochemical experiments were performed, the electrode was 

submerged in a solution of 100 µM ammonium hydroxide and characterized to ensure no 

reaction occurred at open circuit potential (OCP). Before characterization, the open circuit 

potential was measured to ensure that the system remained near 0 V. This potential is reported to 

be the open circuit potential of the CuO/Cu2O/Ag vs. Ag/AgCl system in aqueous basic 

environments.37 The Raman peaks of the submerged electrode can be observed in Figure 4. The 

Raman peaks observed in air previously remain in the aqueous environment.  
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Voltammetric Experiments: 

 Once the characterization had been completed, the open circuit potential was measured 

once again. This took place 5 min after the electrode OCP was initially measured. Using the 

same electrochemical setup, the electrode in solution was then subjected to a potential of -0.5 V. 

Using a water-immersive lens, ten acquisitions using the Raman microscope were obtained (in 

Figure 4: Characterized SERS spectra for the CuO/Cu2O/Ag submerged in an aqueous solution of 

NH4OH, labeled “Wet”. The blue spectrum corresponds to the spectrum in the absence of the LED 

(Dark), and the red spectrum was taken in the presence of the blue LED (Light). 
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the Dark), revealing the emergence of a peak at 766 cm-1 that was not part of the initial system. 

The new peak is visible in Figure 5.  

After the experiment was completed, the OCP of the system was remeasured. It was noted that 

the open circuit potential had decreased from before, dropping from -0.02 V to about -0.4 V. The 

changing OCP is visible in Figure 6.  

Figure 5: SERS spectra of the electrode submerged in 100 µM NH4OH solution, held at -0.5 V vs. 

a Ag/AgCl electrode. 10 spectra were taken over the span of 12 minutes to observe how the 

spectrum changed over time. The emergence of a new peak at 766 cm-1 is marked. 
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To determine the assignment of the 766 cm-1 peak, the same experiment was performed 

using 50 µM NH4OH. After successfully characterizing the surface, the system was again subject 

to a potential of -0.5 V for 20 acquisitions. Once again, the 766 cm-1 peak emerged. Additionally, 

the OCP was monitored over time. A comparison of the peak’s presence is available in Figure 7. 

When exposed to a potential of -0.5 V vs. the Ag/AgCl electrode, the peak at 766 cm-1 grows 

with increasing concentration, initially appearing as a shoulder at 50 µM NH4OH and growing to 

a well-defined peak at 100 µM. Additionally, in the initial experiments in which N2 had been 

bubbled into a buffer of carbonate and bicarbonate, the 766 cm-1 peak emerges when a negative 

voltage is applied (Figure 7). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: a) Measured OCP of the electrochemical system in 100 µM NH4OH prior to characterization (Initial), after 

characterization (5 min), and after acquiring 10 spectra at -0.5 V (20 min); b) Plotted comparison of the OCP over time, 

illustrating the trend in potential. 
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Interestingly, when illuminated with the LED, no peak is observed for a 100 µM solution. 

To confirm the absence of this peak, the system was analyzed at five voltages (vs Ag/AgCl): -0.2 

V, -0.4 V, -0.5 V, -0.6 V, and -0.7 V. It is apparent that no peak emerges at the 766 cm-1 region 

(Figure 8). 

 

 

 

Figure 7: (a) A comparison of the peak at 766 cm-1 when various solutions are placed on the CuO/Ag electrode and held at -0.5V. From top 

to bottom, the spectra were taken in solutions of 100 µM NH4OH, 50 µM NH4OH, ultrapure H2O, and the dry electrode. (b) SERS spectra for 

the CuO/Ag electrode submerged in a solution of NH4OH (red) and in a buffered solution of N2 with carbonate and bicarbonate (black). The 

system had a potential of -0.5 V applied in each case. 

 

a) b) 

Raman shift (cm-1) 
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Ag-SERS Activity: 

 To confirm the 766 cm-1 peak was unique to a CuO/Ag electrode system, a bare Ag 

electrode from the initial electrodeposition step was characterized according to the procedure 

noted. Afterwards, it was placed in a 100 µM NH4OH solution and analyzed via SERS in the 

dark at -0.5 V. Additionally the OCP was studied over time (Figure 9). The Ag electrode was 

characterized by the peaks at 245 cm-1, indicative of an Ag vibration. A dry Ag electrode 

additionally had peaks at 615 and 825 cm-1. These additional peaks may be attributed to the 

vibration of residual AgNO3 that had dried on the surface of the electrode.40 

 

 

 

Figure 8: SERS spectra for the CuO/Ag electrode system immersed in 100 µM 

NH4OH while illuminated by the 455 nm LED and subjected to various 

potentials. From top to bottom: -0.7 V, -0.6 V, -0.5 V, -0.4 V, and -0.2 V. 
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When voltage was applied, a peak at 748 cm-1 appeared, indicating that the 766 cm-1 peak 

was unique to the copper oxide/silver electrode system (Figure 10). This difference, as discussed 

later, could be attributed to a difference in frequency for an adsorbed product on the heavier Ag 

vs the lighter Cu. 

a) a) b) 
2

4
5
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Figure 9: a) Characterized SERS spectra for an Ag-only electrode. The top two spectra were taken when the electrode was submerged in a 

100 µM solution of NH4OH (wet), whereas the bottom two were taken in the air (dry). Light indicates the illumination by the 455 nm LED, 

while dark indicates its absence. The characteristic Raman peaks at 245, 615, and 825 cm-1 are both labeled and marked with a line. b) 

Measured OCP for the silver only electrode prior to characterization (initial), after characterization (5 min), and after 25 min. 
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DISCUSSION 

In the characterization of the Cu2O/Ag electrode system, it should be noted that the 

relative SERS intensities between the light and dark characterizations flip between the dry and 

wet environments. This can be attributed to the reduction of the CuI
 species on the electrode in 

the presence of the aqueous NH3 when illuminated by the LED. Prior reports have indicated that 

heating the system improves the catalytic activity of a noble metal oxide in NH3 oxidation.41 The 

455 nm LED provides sufficient energy to the system to oxidize the NH3 and reduce the Cu2O 

signature. This can further be supported by the noticeable decrease in the copper signal when the 

system was illuminated in Figure 8. Over time, the reduction of the CuI leads to a reduction in 

SERS activity on the surface. 

 To further provide evidence for a reduction of the surface, the observed decreasing OCP 

approaches that of Cu0 systems. Previous reports indicate the OCP of a system containing Cu vs. 

Figure 10: Acquired SERS spectra for a silver electrode submerged in 100 uM NH4OH. The system had -0.5 V 

applied vs. a Ag/AgCl electrode. 10 spectra were taken over a 12 min timespan to illustrate how the 

spectrum changed over time. The emergence of a peak at 748 cm-1 emerged and was marked by a dashed 

line. 
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the standard hydrogen electrode rest around -0.5 V (-0.697 V vs. Ag/AgCl) in a solution around 

pH 8.5. The pH of the 100 µM solution of NH4OH was 8.48, and the continuous decrease in 

OCP is indicative the of reduction of CuI on the surface.42,43 The OCP drop in the dark systems 

supports the reduction of the Cu2O was occurring, though not as rapidly as in the light. 

 In addition to the Cu2O/Ag system, the Ag-only substrate experiments had a significant 

decrease in OCP over time. When the characterization of the Ag substrate was performed in 

solution, the peaks at 615 and 825 cm-1 both disappeared. The reduction of residual AgI can 

therefore be attributed to the OCP drop, as Ag/Al2O3 electrodes have shown an affinity to 

oxidize NH3.
41  

 The 766 cm-1 peak that appeared in NH4OH solution on the Cu2O/Ag electrode also 

appeared when performing spectroelectrochemical experiments on the solutions containing N2 in 

a carbonate-bicarbonate buffer. This indicates that a similar product is formed. In previous 

studies with liquid hydrazine, the N-H bending mode was observed to occur around 783 cm-1. 

However, the experiments performed here took place in an aqueous solution at the surface of the 

electrode. Therefore, the expected vibrations would occur at lower frequencies than pure 

hydrazine.44 Additionally, the 748 cm-1 peak observed on the pure Ag surface is believed to be of 

a similar source. This energy discrepancy can be associated with the heavier Ag atom. Due to the 

nature of vibrations, to ensure the center of mass is maintained, the Ag must vibrate. However, 

heavier atoms tend to vibrate at a slower frequency, due to a larger reduced mass of the bond.  

Under negative voltage on the surface of an electrode, reduction processes typically occur 

given sufficient potential, whereas oxidation tends to occur at positive potential.45 However, 

Yang et al. were able to show the electrochemical reduction of aqueous N2 on a molybdenum 

surface at negative applied potentials vs. the reversible hydrogen electrode at -0.49 V. Further, 
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the overpotential on their surface was determined to be -0.14 V.46 Therefore, the reduction of N2 

on the surface is quite possible on our copper oxide/silver surface, with a comparably low 

overpotential at the applied -0.5 V vs Ag/AgCl. For the trials with N2 in the buffer, the 

emergence of the 766 cm-1 peak shows that nitrogen was being reduced. The reduction of N2 in 

an acidic medium can occur at potentials near 0.092 V vs. the normal hydrogen electrode, 

according to the reaction:47  

N2 + 2H2O + 6H+ + 6e− → 2NH4OH (1) 

As evident, in the presence of protons, nitrogen gas can be readily converted to ammonium 

hydroxide. However, the buffer solution used was at pH 10.5, devoid of H+, indicating that the 

reaction used would more fittingly appear as: 

N2 + 8H2O + 6e− → 2NH4OH + 6OH− (2) 

In the case of this experiment, where evidence of hydrazine is detected, the reaction would 

appear as: 

N2 + 4H2O + 4e−  → N2H4 + 4OH− (3) 

However, water has previously been shown to be a suitable source of protons necessary for this 

process.48 The proposed mechanism would begin with the abstraction of a proton by the surface, 

Figure 11: Proposed mechanism of N2 reduction to hydrazine. Initially, the surface will abstract protons 

from the solution. N2 traveling through the solution will be attracted to the Hs on the surface, leading to 

the formation of hydrazine. 
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forming H-Cu. With the negative potential applied at the surface, the N2 will approach the 

surface, where it will abstract four protons, reacting to form an adsorbed hydrazine (Figure 11).  

 The oxidation of ammonia into hydrazine at negative potential occurs at a pH closer to 

neutral as compared to the observed N2 reduction. It has been shown that on plasmonic surfaces, 

oxidative intermediates may occur during the application of negative potential.45 Additionally, 

the experimental oxidation potential of ammonia in basic solution to nitrogen gas is -0.77 V vs. 

the standard hydrogen electrode (-0.97 vs Ag/AgCl). Since the total applied potential is only -0.5 

V, it is assumed that such a process will not occur here. But, the emergence of the same 766 cm-1 

peak in solution gives evidence that the same product as the N2 reduction is formed. The 

overpotential for aqueous NH3 oxidation straight to N2 could be as large as 0.5 V. Therefore, the 

oxidation towards a hydrazine product is most likely favored over the N2 product.49 

Thus, it is expected that a similar process occurs here. NH3 will be attracted to the 

electron-deficient copper on the surface of the electrode. As a result, NH3 will then adsorb to the 

surface. The adsorbed NH3 will have a shift in electron density from the N-H bond in the 

ammonia. Therefore, the adsorbed NH3 could be more readily deprotonated by either NH3 or 

hydroxide present in the basic solution. The adsorbed NH2 would then have less steric hindrance 

Figure 12: Proposed mechanism of the formation of hydrazine from NH3 at negative potential on the 

surface. Initially, a NH3 molecule will be attracted to the surface. The now less electron-rich NH3 will be 

more readily deprotonated. An NH3 will be attracted to the slightly less electron-rich NH3 on the surface, 

leading to the formation of hydrazinium, which will be deprotonated to hydrazine. 
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for an incoming NH3 to bond to the polarized NH2. The resulting NH3NH2
+ molecule could then 

lose a proton to the environment, providing N2H4 (Figure 12).  

 

The absence of this 766 cm-1 peak in the illuminated experiments can be supported by the 

notion that reduced Cu0 would be less Lewis acidic as compared to its oxides. Therefore, the 

NH3 would not as readily act as a Lewis base and adsorb on the bare Cu surface. Thus, this 

process is unlikely to occur on the illuminated surfaces if this is the case. However, further 

experimentation is needed to confirm the intermediates generated in these processes. Further, 

evidence for the adsorption of H to the Cu2O/Ag surface must be attained to confirm the 

mechanism proposed above. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this experiment, the oxidation of ammonia was compared to the reduction of NH3 

under basic conditions. Under low voltage and with analysis by SERS, a new peak at 766 cm-1 

was observed in both cases. This lent evidence that a reaction occurred, leading to the same 

product in either case. It is believed that this peak corresponds to the N-H bending mode of 

hydrazine. A mechanism for both processes was proposed. However, to confirm the mechanism, 

further spectroelectrochemical measurements should be performed with the intermediates. 

Further, testing on 4-aminothiophenol may support the notion that the Cu2O/Ag electrode is 

capable of oxidation at low potential, as observed with NH3. 
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